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There is a time to kill,
a time for justice,
and A TIME FOR MERCY.
The incredible new thriller from
international bestseller John Grisham.
Sign up for free to Netgalley.co.uk
and get access to digital reading copies
of all the best books of 2020.
Just look for the Netgalley logo inside!

LEAD TITLES

A Time for Mercy

Troubled Blood

The Windsor Diaries

Robert Galbraith $34.99 TPB

Alathea Fitzalan Howard $37.99 TPB

Troubled Blood is the next thrilling instalment
in the highly acclaimed, internationally
bestselling series featuring Cormoran Strike
and Robin Ellacott, written by Robert Galbraith,
a pseudonym of J.K. Rowling. The first three
Robert Galbraith novels were adapted into a
major BBC Drama series. Lethal White, the fourth
instalment, was the fastest-selling novel
in the Strike series to date.

The never-before-seen diaries of Alathea
Fitzalan Howard, who lived alongside the young
Princesses Elizabeth and Margaret at Windsor
Castle during the Second World War. Alathea’s
diary became her constant companion during
these years as day by day she recorded every
intimate detail of life with the young Princesses,
often with their governess Crawfie, or with the
King and Queen.

Home Stretch

The Reacher Guy

Graham Norton $37.99 TPB

Heather Martin $37.99 TPB

In his compelling new novel Home Stretch,
Graham Norton demonstrates his keen
understanding of the power of stigma and
secrecy, with quietly devastating results.
After a tragic car crash that kills three of the six
occupants, the car’s driver Connor leaves town
full of shame, guilt and secrets. He eventually
makes his way to New York to forge a new life,
heavy with a past he cannot leave behind.

The definitive, authorised biography of
Lee Child. The Reacher Guy is an explosive
and riveting biography of a much-loved and
mythologised author. Despite being revered
by millions of readers around the globe, little is
actually known about the enigmatic man
behind the novels.

John Grisham $37.99 TPB
New Zealand’s No.1 Bestseller is back with a new Jake Brigance
book. Brigance returned in 2013’s Sycamore Row, in which he
once again found himself embroiled in a deeply divisive trial.
Now, in A Time for Mercy, Jake is the court-appointed lawyer
for Drew Gamble, a young man accused of murdering a local
deputy. Many in Clanton want a swift trial and the death
penalty, but Brigance sees it another way. Once he learns the
details of the case, he realizes he has to do everything he can
to save sixteen-year-old Drew. His commitment to the truth
puts Jake’s career and the safety of his family at risk.
Filled with all the courtroom machinations, small town
intrigues, and plot twists that have become hallmarks of the
master of the legal thriller, yet again confirming John Grisham’s
reputation as No 1.

A Song for the Dark Times

The Return

Ian Rankin $37.99 TPB

Nicholas Sparks $34.99 TPB

Rebus is back. When his daughter Samantha
calls in the dead of night, John Rebus knows
it’s not good news. Her husband has been
missing for two days. Rebus fears the worst and
he knows that his daughter will be the prime
suspect. His job always came first, but now his
daughter needs him more than ever. But is he
going as a father or a detective?

Bestselling author Nicholas Sparks returns
with a moving new novel about an injured army
doctor and the two women whose secrets will
change the course of his life. In his quest to
unravel Natalie and Callie’s secrets, Trevor will
learn the true meaning of love and forgiveness
. . . and that in life, to move forward, we must
often return to the place where it all began.

Hollowpox
Jessica Townsend $19.99 PB

Loyalty
Martina Cole $34.99 TPB
The brand new novel from the queen of crime
and iconic No. 1 bestseller Martina Cole.
Martina has had more No.1 original fiction
bestsellers than any other author. If you want to
survive in this world there’s one thing you need
to value above all else: loyalty.

Let Love Rule
Lenny Kravitz $37.99 TPB
Let Love Rule is a work of deep reflection,
as Lenny looks back at his life with candor,
self-scrutiny and humour. ‘My life has been
about opposites,’ he writes. ‘Black and white.
Jewish and Christian. The Jackson 5 and Led
Zeppelin. I accepted my Gemini soul. I owned
it. I adored it. Yins and yangs mingled in various
parts of my heart and mind, giving me balance
and fuelling my curiosity and comfort.’

In the third book of the bestselling Nevermoor series,
Morrigan faces a new, exciting challenge: to master
the mysterious Wretched Arts of the Accomplished
Wundersmith, and control the power that threatens to
consume her.
But a strange illness has taken hold of Nevermoor’s magical
Wunimals, turning them into mindless, vicious unnimals on
the hunt. With the city she loves in a state of fear, Morrigan
quickly realises it’s up to her to find a cure.

NON-FICTION
Bill Bailey’s Remarkable
Guide to Happiness
Bill Bailey $39.99 HB

Bees and Their Keepers
Lotte Möller $45.00 HB

Tall Tales & Wee Stories
Billy Connolly $24.99 PB

Bees and Their Keepers follows the art
of beekeeping through the seasons and
centuries, from waggledancing to killer bees,
from Aristotle to Winnie-thePooh. Packed
with anecdote, humour and enriching
historical detail. The perfect gift.

The very best of Billy’s storytelling now
in paperback and featuring and includes
his most famous routines including, The
Last Supper and Incontinence Pants. It is
an inspirational, energetic and riotously
funny read, and a fitting celebration of a
brilliant comedian.

Maiden Voyages
Siân Evans $37.99 TPB

Nala’s World
Dean Nicholson $37.99 TPB

Acid For The Children
Flea $27.99 PB

Maiden Voyages is a vivid portrait of life
onboard the iconic ocean liners that defined
the Golden Age of transatlantic travel. Find
out about the women across all classes who
travelled for leisure or for work, or to find a
new life and new opportunities.

Instagram phenomenon @1bike1world
Dean Nicholson reveals the full story of his
life-changing friendship with rescue cat Nala
and their inspiring adventures together on a
bike journey around the world. For lovers of
A Street Cat Called Bob.

Flea, the iconic bassist and co-founder,
alongside Anthony Kiedis, of the immortal
Red Hot Chili Peppers, finally tells his
fascinating story, complete with all the
dizzying highs and the gutter lows you’d
expect from an LA street rat turned worldfamous rock star.

In Bill Bailey’s Remarkable Guide to Happiness,
beloved comedian Bill explores the nature of
happiness and ways to be, well, happy.
Fully illustrated with drawings by Bill himself,
this is a wonderful gift of a book for anyone
who needs a slice of comfort.

FICTION
Jack
Marilynne Robinson $37.99 TPB

Song of the Crocodile
Nardi Simpson $37.99 TPB

The Ministry For the Future
Kim Stanley Robinson $34.99 TPB

Marilynne Robinson, winner of the Pulitzer
Prize and the American National Humanities
Medal, returns to the world of Gilead with
Jack, the final in one of the great works of
contemporary American fiction.

Darnmoor is the home of the Billymil family,
three generations who have lived in this
‘gateway town’. Race relations between
Indigenous and settler families are fraught,
though the rigid status quo is upheld through
threats and soft power rather than the overt
violence of yesteryear.

Charting our future over the coming
century, and set against a background
of political, economic and environmental
upheaval, this is a work of brilliant
imagination and powerful ideas from
one of the most important science fiction
writers of our time.

SCI-FI/FANTASY
Toto Among the Murderers
Sally J. Morgan $34.99 TPB

The Once and Future Witches
Alix E. Harrow $37.99 TPB

Based on the author’s own experience of
being offered a lift by Fred and Rosemary
West, Toto Among the Murderers follows wild
child Jude, known as Toto to her friends, as she
navigates her own restlessness and penchant
for frequent hitchhiking jaunts in 1970s Leeds.
A timeless reminder of the threat of violence
that women face regularly.

From the author of The Ten Thousand Doors
of January. In 1893, there’s no such thing as
witches. But when the three Eastwood sisters
join the suffragists of New Salem, they begin
to pursue the forgotten ways that might turn
the women’s movement into the witch’s
movement.

The Trouble With Peace
Joe Abercrombie $34.99 TPB
Second in the Age of Madness trilogy,
The Trouble With Peace is the next
instalment of a series that is revolutionising
fantasy. Conspiracy. Betrayal. Rebellion.
Peace is just another kind of battlefield.

CHILDRENS
The Good Old Looky Book
Donovan Bixley $24.99 HB

Pugicorn and the Christmas Wish
Matilda Rose $19.99 PB

The Night After Christmas
Kes Gray $19.99 PB

Award-winning illustrator and author,
Donovan Bixley returns with a new puzzle
book in The Looky Book series. Travel through
time and explore the history of Aotearoa with
11 awesome puzzles that are bursting with
information.

Pugicorn saves Christmas for his friends
in this fun-filled festive adventure with a
super-sparkly glitter cover! Everything is set
for a perfect Christmas in Twinkleton-underBeanstalk. There’s just one thing missing . . .
snow!

A hilarious follow-up to the bestselling
The Night Before the Night Before Christmas.
This rhyming picture book is perfect for anyone
who has ever wondered what Santa gets up to
once all the present are delivered.

Christmas Wishes
Enid Blyton $19.99 PB

The Grandest Bookshop in the World
Amelia Mellor $19.99 HB

A Tale of Magic: A Tale of Witchcraft
Chris Colfer $29.99 HB

Christmas tales of magic and wishes galore in
this heartwarming collection. From a dog who
discovers the joy of Christmas to Santa Claus
who gets himself out of a muddle with a little
help from his friends, these stories celebrate
shared times and wonder.

Can Pearl and Vally save their home
and their father before time runs out?

The enchanting sequel to A Tale of Magic,
from the author of The Land of Stories.
Filled with brand-new adventures and a
cast of memorable characters, both familiar
and new, Chris Colfer’s writing will sweep
you away into a world of magic and wonder.

Nevermoor meets Deltora Quest in this
action-packed race against time in a most
magical bookshop. A rare stand-alone
fantasy novel with puzzles and riddles
woven through the charming narrative.

Before the Beginning
Anna Morgan $24.99 PB

From award-winning author of The Boy at the
Back of the Class, comes another incredible
story. Told from the perspective of a bully and
exploring themes of homelessness, The Night
Bus Hero celebrates kindness, friendship and
the potential that everyone has to change for
the better.

Schoolies week: when teenagers move from
school into the adult world. A week when
anything is possible, and everything can
change. Grace is questioning everything she
thought about herself, and decides to leave her
judgemental friends behind.

The Wolf’s Secret
Myriam Dahman & Nicolas Digard
$29.99 HB

The Illusrated Encyclopaedia
of Dangerous Animals
Sami Bayley $37.99 HB

A richly atmospheric contemporary fairy tale.
Wolf is feared by every creature. But he has a
secret: in the forest lives a girl whose beautiful
voice has entranced him. Wolf longs for
friendship. But is he prepared to sacrifice his
true nature in order for his wish to come true?

Dangerous animals get a bad rap, but this
beautifully illustrated encyclopaedia helps us
appreciate the incredible features of some of
our more hair-raising animal species. A brilliant
companion to The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of
Ugly Animals.

New into Paperback

The Night Bus Hero
Onjali Q. Rauf $18.99 PB
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Morrigan Crow faces her most
dangerous challenge yet in
her latest Wundrous adventure.
The highly anticipated third book in
the award-winning Nevermoor series.

